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Westinghouse needs engineers
with light experience

unless they prefer
to work in the dark.

Ever since George Westinghouse lit
up the 1893 Chicago Exposition with
alternating current (a first), we've
been shedding a lot of light on
America. Today, our nuclear power
plants light many of the world's
brightest cities. We're working on an
advanced breeder reactor. Our new
spherical laser is the most efficient
of its kind.

We also get around in the dark.
Unique Westinghouse Side Look
Radar gets images through cloud
cover or through the dark. Our new
12-lb camera sees in the dark, and
will relay live pictures from the moon.
Two Westinghouse sonar systems
provide images of the ocean floor.
Which doesn't even start to describe Westinghouse. We're also in

You can be sure...if it's

computers, construction, oceanography, urban redevelopment, transportation, medical science and more.
Is that any way to run an electrical
company ?
We think so. If you think so, talk
with our campus recruiter or write
Luke Noggle, Westinghouse Education Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221.
An equal opportunity employer.

Westinghouse

FAILURE
•••••

You'll never get anywhere without it.
Nothing helps a young engineer's
career like being given a challenge.
Which is another way of saying a chance
to fail now and then. To make his own
mistakes.
At Western Electric we give our newly
recruited engineers responsibility almost
immediately. They make their own decisions. Learn from their own errors.
Don't get us wrong. We keep our

demands reasonable enough so that our
recruits can make their decisions at their
own pace. But our thinking is, a man
feels awfully good about even a small
decision when it's his.
If you're the type who'd like the chance
to make your own moves,see our recruiter
or write College Relations, 222 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10038.
A lot of hard work never hurt anyone.

Wegtern Electric
MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM
AN MAI OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYFR
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Suggestions on coping with an outdated magazine and
irrelevant newspaper . . . Read Hardymon, page 10.
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Manage,
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magazine . . . Shindel, page 12.
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Good ideas
get off the groun
at Boeing •
So do careers. At The Boeing
Company, you can be a member of a team that's famous for
making good ideas fly.
Such as the Boeing 707,
America's first jetliner.
And the 727, the world's
most widely used commercial
jet.
The 737, the world's newest,
most advanced short-range jetliner.
Boeing-Vertol helicopters, in
use commercially and with the
U.S. Army, Navy and Marines.
The National Aeronautics
and Space Administration's
Apollo/Saturn V moon rocket
with its Boeing -built 7.5
million-pound-thrustfirststage.
USN's hydrofoil gunboat
Tucumcari, USAF's Minuteman strategic missile, and
NASA's Lunar Orbiter reconnaissance spacecraft. All programs which forged significant
advances in technology.
Boeing has exciting new
projects on the way up, too.

The 747 superjet, world's
largest and fastest commercial
jetliner, scheduled to make its
first flight by the end of 1968.
America's supersonic transport, now being developed at
the company's Commercial Airplane Division.
Other advanced aircraft, missile and space programs of the
future are in early development
and on Boeing drawing boards.
They can help get your career
off to a dynamic start in applied
research, design, test, manufacturing, service or facilities
engineering, or computer
technology.
If you qualify, Boeing's Graduate Study Program will help
you work toward advanced
degrees.
See your college placement
officer or write directly to : Mr.
T. J. Johnston, The Boeing
Company, P.O. Box 3707,
Seattle, VVashington 98124.
Boeing is an equal opportunity
employer.

AVISFALL-7114C
DIVISIONS COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE, SPACE, MISSILE & INFORmATiON SYSTEMS, VERTOL. AND WICHITA ALSO. BOEING SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH LABORATORIES
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Parking lots are places
where people
bang up car doors.
Help wanted
Can you design
a door thateliminates
this problem?
Situation: It is often difficult to get into and
out oftoday's cars without bumping
into the car beside you.
Question: Can you design a door that uses
minimum out-swing space
when opening?
Disciplines: It can go over the car, under it,
slide into theframe, swing parallel
to the body ... AS LONG AS
IT'S NOT TOO EXPENSIVE TO
MASS PRODUCE. Door must
also provide an electrical channel
to the chassis to providefor power
operated windows. Need your ideas
in timefor meeting next month.
Thanks.

Want to work on a challenging assignment like this?
ComA new member of an engineering team at Ford Motor
pany does. Today his job may be designing new car door
hinging. Tomorrow it might be solving cab vibration in
semi-trailer trucks. Or designing a different approach to
vehicle controls, or even developing a new engine configuration.
To help solve assignments like these, our people have a
giant network of computers at their service. Complete testing facilities. The funds they need to do the job right.

looking
If you have better ideas to contribute, and you're
come
that
rewards
the
and
ents
assignm
ging
challen
for
company.
from solving them, come work for the Better Idea
. Or
See our representative when he visits your campus
Motor
Ford
to
resume
a
send
Company, College Recruiting Department. The
American Road, Dearborn, Michigan 48121. An
equal opportunity employer.

GUEST EDITORIAL

THE TIMES THEY
ARE A CHANGING
by DR. MICHAEL O. BREITMEYER

Contrary to popular belief we are experiencing an exciting period
in Rose history. Consider - - SENIOR TRADITIONS
TEACHER EVALUATION
PROJECT IMPACT
GRADING SYSTEM
ADMISSION AND PLACEMENT
PROCEDURES

REGISTRATION PROCEDURES
EVALUATION OF VARSITY
ATHLETICS
TRAFFIC HAZARDS
OVERHEAD PROJECTORS
ADMISSION POLICIES
NEW CATALOGUE

Unfortunately, it is too easy to distinguish which topics were faculty or 'itudent inspired.
Leaders in student, faculty, and administration ranks can be proud of
recent advances at Rose; however, these must not lead to complacency.
I am not sure how much credit we followers can claim. If those in the middle
are silent they are forgotten. Student and faculty leadership must become
more broad based; each becoming open to suggestions from the other!
Student leaders have exposed some problem areas. Now ihe ktculty
should define and analyze particular problems then decide upon specific
actions. For these actions to be relevant more faculty must communicate
with more students. Perhaps the informal bull session in dorms and
ternity houses will facilitate a better dialogue. If change cannot occur at
Rose with its small body of superior students and concerned faculty, where
can it occur?
Changes will not be rapid but times will change.
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Of all the natural resources
Anaconda works with,the one that
counts most is you.

By the year MOO A.D.the world's population will have doubled. For every two Americans
now, there will be one more. A growth of 50%.
And that's just a little over 30 years away.
This is the problem we're facing at Anaconda.
How to provide the millions more tons of
copper, aluminum, and other non-ferrous metals
that will be needed to provide essential needs.
Metals for building,eleArical power systems, and agricultural systems. Metals for new
and better transportztion, new and better roads,
and communication. IVIetals necessary to change
sea water to fret-11. To help underdeveloped nations
develop. Plus, a whole myriad of possibilities we
haven't even dreamed of yet.
The nee& are obviously immediate and
urgent. And Anaconda is growing and diversifying
here at home, in Latin America and Canada. In as
many ways as we know how to provide these basic
building bgocks on which our economy grows. In
ways we like to think make us one of the great
natural resources of the Americas.
But metals alone don't make the company that mines and fabricates them a great natural resource.
VVhat does it is people. And the skill,
imagination, and determination they bring to
their work.
Without these qualities, metal lies hidden, useless. And can never reach the potential
necessary if we are to answer these problems at all.
That is why Anaconda has a commitment. To back the creative energies of our human
resources with our faith in the future, and our
money,to meet the growing needs for metals.
In the last 10 years we invested $750,000,000 for new plants and equipment. There will be
another $650,000,000 in 1968-1972. Plus, we have
research on a global scale. A whole new western
exploration headquarters in Salt Lake City,and an
extractive metallurgical research laboratory in
Tucson. Staffed with specialized scientists, geophysicists, metallurgists, mining engineers and
other highly trained individuals. This is the kind
of backing we give to our people.

And the people we need are numerous.
Teams of earth scientists, metallurgists, mining
engineers. Fabricating, marketing and financial
specialists. All the sort of c'_:edicated people that
know their work is vital and important.
Anaconda.Come make a future with us.

For more information about your opportunity at
Anaconda, write: Director of Personnel, The Anaconda Company, 25 Broadway, N.Y., N.Y. 10004.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

Anaconda:

one of the great natural resources of the Americas.
Anaconda American Brass Co.
Anaconda Aluminum Co.
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co.
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EDITORIAL

SOME PASSING THOUGHTS
In the Spring issue of last year's Technic, Editor
Denny Randle suggested a new policy for the Technic
in that it would be willing to print unsolicited letters
from students who wished to submit them. After almost a year without a response, the Technic was virtually "swamped" this issue with several articles offered by students for printing in the Technic. We have
printed all of them with no attempt to alter their content in any way. I would like to remind the reader
that these opinions do not necessarily indicate the
views of the Technic staff or the Rose administration.
It is worthwhile to note that these articles are
critical of certain aspects of the environment of Rose
or of the Technic itself. I feel that any student is justified in being critical of his school and its publications;
both are to a large extent subsidized by the student's
tuition and fees. He has a right to expect that his
money be put to good use.
Hence, in my last editorial, I would like to make
an attempt to define the basic philosophy (if such a
thing exists) under which we have been operating the
Technic of late.
The Technic this year has been distributed to students, faculty, alumni (only certain issues), and some
high schools from which Rose recruits new freshmen.
This variety of readers creates some conflicts of interest. The publicity office is interested in sending
out to high schools a Technic suggesting happy students
living on a rustic suburban campus, getting a high
quality education enriched with interesting extracurricular activities. What the alumni office wants is a
magazine filled with newsy articles, preferably about
familiar scenes about "Dear Old Rose," or the glittering plans for the future. The intent here would seem
to be to arouse the nostalgic feelings of alumni while
convincing them of the continuing splendor of Rose
education. (Perhaps influencing them to be more generous in their next contribution to Rose). I doubt that
either of these needs are exactly what the students are
looking for in the Technic. Student interests are somewhat different than that of alumni or high schoolers,
and this is necessarily reflected in what he wants to
read.
The Technic was originally a technical magazine
only, since it was assumed that Engineering students
were genuinely interested in their field and enjoyed
reading technical articles related to their future
careers. However, I have found that very few students
really have read the technical articles over the last
few years. One might say that the quality of these
articles has been poor, but how often do you see anyone reading a technical book for anything other than
course assignments. An attempt to form an extra8

curricular group for independent technical work
flopped last year due to lack of interest.
Consequently, the Technic has tried to change its
approach to its technical material to make it more relative to Rose students.
Only material involving the research of Rose students and faculty has been solicited. Term papers
gathered from library books have been ignored as a
source of articles. This has made the process almost
too selective; the last three issues have averaged less
than one technical article per issue.
In order to compensate the decreasing technical
content the Technic has attempted to draw on more
general issues of Rose's environment. Hopefully, this
approach would complement the nationwide trend for
greater student involvement in school affairs. The
format of the Technic offers the opportunity for more
thorough discussions of important issues than can the
campus newspaper. Obviously, unless powerfully censored, critical articles will often appear in this kind
of Technic, which interferes with alumni and publicity
interests in the Technic. Many alumni frown on students publicly critisizing Rose policies as actions
tainted with rebellion; such permisiveness was not permitted in the past; in fact, the Explorer, the campus
newspaper before the Inklings, was disbanded for this
reason. Similarly, the publicity office does not want
grumbling students turning away prospective students
by their use of the publication. The Technic, in trying
to cater to all these factors has succeeded in completely satisfying none.
If this dissatisfaction becomes more serious, I feel
that it will boil down to this: student interests should
have first priority. The money comes mostly from student fees and advertising, and the work is done by
students. The content of the Technic should reflect
these facts. The content should be a compromise of
what students really want to read and what the contributors want to write about. Any other approach
would be a waste of time for both the reader and the
Technic staff.
One final word must be said about the future of
the Technic. The organization at present desperately
needs some new blood to survive. A glance at the
staff shows two glaring problems. It is almost all
Juniors and Seniors of fraternity cliques. This narrowness limits the scope of the magazine and alienates
the interest of those who have little personal contact
with the staff. With a change in staff due for next
quarter, I would encourage anyone with an interest in
publications or even student affairs in general to take
a position on the Technic. Their interest will be
welcomed.
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Can there be this kind of excitement in engineering?
A long beautiful drive ...just the hint of a slice... and almost on
the green. Now,address the ball...concentrate—and, wham!to a lie
four feet from the cup.

TryXerox and see

That's the excitement of the game that gets a golfer up at dawn
on Saturdays.* We think it's analogous to the excitement that keeps some
of our technical people on the job after hours: the pleasure of personal
achievement in solving problems for which there are no book solutions.
One of the concerns of our management is to see that our professional
people experience this kind of excitement.They know where it can
lead ...a payroll that numbered 3,000 in 1960,for example,now exceeds
24,000...products that have literally revolutionized communications and
are having a world-wide impact on such problems as illiteracy.
That's why we suggest that if you've been missing out on the kind of
professional satisfaction you expected from an engineering career,
look into what Xerox can provide in the way of engineering
excitement. Your degree in Engineering or Science can qualify you for
some intriguing openings in fundamental and applied research,
engineering, manufacturing and programming.

„Am& —
This console is part of a computerized system that speeds
tests on new products and components.

*If you need more excitement, you might find it
on the 42 golf courses in the Rochester area.

We're located in suburban Rochester, New York. For details on openings, and a copy of our brochure, write to Mr. Roger Vander Ploeg,
Xerox Corporation, P.O. Box 251, Webster, New York 14580.

XEROX
An Equal Opportunity Employer (m/f)

THE TECHNIC MUST GO!
Felda Hardymon

Enter the Rose Technic, a student
magazine with all the character of
back issues of The Saturday Evening Post geared to stimulate the student of science and engineering in
subjects concerning his education.
Tehnical articles, education articles,
a two-page layout of a semi-beautiful coed and a handful of folksy preKorean conflict humor comprise
such a format. Wrapped in a glossy
3-color cover, printed by the best
union shop Terre Haute can offer
(with commensurate prices), this
Disneyland view of Rose is delivered
to each and every student's box
(well, most students' boxes) periodically (would you believe approximately every two or three
months?).
Enter the Rose student (hereafter
referred to as "the Rose Man") not
to be confused with a brilliant academian in the fields of science and
engineering whose least interests include science and engineering. An
aggressive thirster of knowledge,
this Roseman equates free time to
vacation time free from problem
solving and any reading which might
be termed heavy or dull. Unfortunately, to be good the Technic
would have to become the former
which would be a change from what
it is now: the latter.
Concern and quality go hand in
hand and concern is precisely what
the Technic lacks. This is simply
because the Technic is the same
magazine that served Rose twenty
years ago. I have been told that the
Roseman of that past ran back to his
room to work on the radio he was
building or the engine he was designing. Tubes, gears, formulas,
apple pie, uniforms and test tubes
were his bag, so to speak, and the
Technic was the kind of voice he,
and Rose, needed. Dr. Bailey de10

scribes the change as: "WI, of the
students are plain lazy which is up
from 1/-, of the students being lazy
20 years ago." Dr. Bailey is probably right; the fashionably hardworking student went out along with
the prepared lecture, the acceptable
teaching masters degree, and the
graded test returned in three days.
Nevertheless, the Roseman has
changed and the Technic has not.
For whom is the Technic being
produced? Ostensibly, the Technic
would seem to be an extension of
the public relations office since they
contribute some 1500 dollars a year
to the Technic's funds. But conversations with Ken Harris of the PR
office indicated that the Technic has
been of no use to his department
this past year, further indication that
the Technic is nothing more than a
bad habit. Since it is of no apparent
use to the students or the front office, and since ideologically and
journalistically it can't be associated
with the humanities department,
then it must be a gross subversion
on the part of the ROTC department.
But if this were so, the Tehnic would
have long ago detailed the excitemen. of developing intricate new
weapons systems for scrapping by
congress. The answer is, the Technic is of no use to anyone, including
the staff who ever so often, have to
take two days of their time to put
out another installment.
Not that there is no market for
student publications; indeed a recent survey indicated that 93% of
the students read the Technic. Unfortunately, 35'
are dissatisfied
with the quality. But the Technic
does not suffer from a lack of talent
as these figures might indicate.
There are good writers at Rose
capable of producing interesting articles. Moreover, the Technic staff

do present a rather professional
looking product once it is put together. So how may Rose publications be reorganized to give the students something more interesting
than the latest NASA reports?
Since I am now speaking of more
than just the Technic, before offering alternatives, a few words about
the Institute Inklings would be appropriate. It is also hoped these next
paragraphs will save the trouble of
writing a sequel: "The Inklings must
go!"
Two years ago, the Inklings successfully made the switch from an
inadequate, drab, dull newspaper
printed in the tradition-bound, drab,
dull newsprint format to a ridiculous, drab, dull newspaper printed
in an interesting new format. Those
items of schools news particular to
Rose which belong on the front page
are generally either given secondrate write-ups buried in the paper
or are not covered at all. In their
place, the first page generally carries editorial type comment in the
form of a semi-regular column. The
columnists, Cliff Lewis and Don
Spatz, are concessions to the loyal
opposition and emerging Rose Left,
respectively.
Unfortunately, the concessions
seem more to good, interesting writing than anything else. Cliff's style
is reminiscent of old Republican
campaign brochures and his analysis
of all of Rose's problems in terms of
apathy has by now bludgeoned the
collective student mind into a state
of disintereste about disinterest, or
if I may, (apathy). On the other
hand, Spatz has allowed himself to
be led into the corner marked "resident radical," and there he sits. His
comments (when they are not plagraisms) reflect his concern, but, alas,
(Continued on page 28)

"I don't wantto
wait for soneone
to the or retire
m order to
get promote&
We're with you.
Because at 1H we believe a promotion is
something you earn. Not some kind of hand-me-down
just to fill an empty slot.
That's why you'll have to be a thinker. A doer.
An innovator. The kind of guy who prefers to be promoted
on his merits alone.
You'll need talent. Lots of imagination.
And plenty of guts. The guts to make decisions
and fight for your ideas.
We, in turn, will give you plenty of freedom
—and excitement, too.
So you'll learn a lot.(Maybe even teach us a thing or two.)
What's more, if you join us,
you'll be part of a diversified company. One where
there's plenty of action in farm equipment,
motor trucks, construction and steelmaking.
And you'll also find we're banking heavily on research.
(We've got some pretty far-out ideas on computers in trucks,
laser beam construction equipment,
applications of solar energy and nuclear power.)
As a result, we're looking for test, design, manufacturing
and research engineers. We need accountants and
production management people. And we need sales people
for our wholesale and retail operations.
So talk to your campus placement officer about us.
He'll fill you in on the jobs we want to fill.
With minds, not bodies.
e
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
An equal opportunity employer M/F

IH Cub Cadet® sits in bucket of Hough PAYeloader with a lift
capacity of 90,000 pounds.
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THE TECHNIC MUST STAY!
Bill Schindel
The Technic must not go. A basic
need exists at Rose for a publication
whose goals include:
(i) Providing a medium of expression for those students who are
truly interested in a topic of science
or engineering, and wish to COMmunicate the notions of that topic,
or their special ideas concerning
to the rest of the student body. Yes,
believe it or not, creating solutions
to engineering or scientific problems is a valid form of self-expression, just as are music, painting,
literature, or other pursuits in which
men express or create :ceference
frames, explanations, interpretations, or other meaningful abstractions.
(ii) Providing a framework i'or
experiencing the idea of complete
technical writing, for comprehension

by the reader, since the downfall of
the laboratory report (and ;ndeed,
the laboratory itself) has removed
this dimension from formal education.
(iii) Promoting respect for work
done in technical areas in general.
If a need exists at Rose for a
magazine or newspaper which has
as its main goal a commentary on
the American scene, morals at Rose,
or the local government's latest debacle, let such an crgan develop itself out of this need, led by the
people who feel that need. But let
us not "rob the cookie jar" by taking over a magazine which has been
through its own struggle in establishing itself as a technical publication, just so that such a new "literary
comment" form would be saved a
similar justification of itself. If a

New York Life's
lames R. Gibson

JIM GIBSON
New York Life Insurance Company
Life Insurance
Annuities •

•

Group Insurance

Health Insurance

Pension Plan

12

805 Merchants Bank Bldg.
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA

STUDENTS
Postgraduate Security Program
through
Life Insurance

true need exists for a publication
of a different form, let that organization develop itself, not ride on the
coattails of another's successful development.
Unfortunately, The Technic has
already started to go, of its (or our)
own accord. While the jokes :have
held at their traditional level of excellence, while Miss Technic has remained her ravishing self, and while
the faculty has continued to contribute thought-provoking (..,
,clitorials,
the major function of the :•-nagazine
has slipped into a sticky mire so i'ar
from its intended goals that any attempt to liken them cannot be -Laken
seriously.
Instead of publishing the work of
students genuinely caught up in a
project or outside interest (translation—doing their own thing), The
Technic has become Rose's answer
to the "publish or perish" syndrome.
Instead of honestly being inside a
piece of research or experimentation, and then writing an account,
our journalists are generally 5nspired by a desire to get into print,
to win kudos, to carve another notch
on their participation totums. But
this, friends, is not participation.
Blame not The Technic, or the
idea of a technical magazine, though
this pattern is only a symptom of a
larger trend at Rose and in science
and engineering in general. As :potential professionals, entering fields
that one supposedly does not enter
without some enjoyment or fascination, we might be expected to show
some "tinker's interest" while in
school. But how many of The Thousand spend a night in the lab on
"their own thing", how many books
are read for sheer personal satisfaction, how many classes are entered
for reasons other than a requirement? And where does the blame
rest? But this, as the old engineer's
saying goes, is another story . . .
The Technic must not go—but
something must.
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A diversified and challenging career is
yours at Monsanto because the key to our
future rests with engineers of ability.
At Monsanto there is no ceiling on your future. A rewarding
and interesting career will be found by engineers who thrive
on engineering challenges.
Important opportunities are offered to chemical, mechanical,
electrical, industrial and civil engineers who are needed
to maintain our outstanding growth record. Your professional challenge can be found in engineering, manufacturing, research or marketing at locations throughout the nation.

Monsanto

Excellent benefits and salaries are yours at one of the
nation's largest chemical companies.
If you are interested in a career at Monsanto, ask your
placement director for more information and see the man
from Monsanto when he visits your campus. Or write to :
Manager, Professional Recruiting, Department CL 815,
Monsanto, St. Louis, Missouri, 63166.
An equal opportunity employer

MUST I GRADUATE IGNORANT ?
Terry Corbin
As I sit here wondering how to
write an article which will finally
solve the Big Problems, which will
make the Rose community Aware,
which will once and for all kill that
bastard, Student Apathy (who has
suddenly become so famous and
commonplace that no one pays attention to him), I am attacked by
that tradition which is so highly respected here: Ours is not to reason
why, ours is but to do and then,
and only then, will we get a good
job in the real world where everybody knows you can't question anything.
Maybe it is my secret desire to be
hated by the establishment for being
disrespectful and trying to change
horses in the middle of a stream;
maybe it is because I am paranoid;
maybe it is because I feel that I can
never make it in this real world for
which I am being trained, but somehow I suspect that the real motivation for this article is a feeling that
Rose could be a pretty good school
with a few changes.
I suppose that I have already
turned off what few readers I had
to start with, but for you that remain, pay close attention because
there are a few witty and sarcastic
remarks ahead which may be worthwhile; you may ignore the constructive parts.
My sermon is on fatalism at RPI.
(I've learned from reading the Inklings that all thoughts on What's
Wrong With Rose should be presented in sermon form.) I picked
fatalism because I didn't want to
say apathy because nobody cares
about apathy but maybe somebody
will think fatalism is some kind of
chemical reaction mechanism and
14

will keep on reading. Fatalism is the
late his students. Because it has
belief that all events are in the hands,
been fortunate in securing such
competent and dedicated teachers,
of the Fates or, in our case, theli
Rose Polytechnic is more than a
Generals, Hershey and Motors. An- 1
close-k
nit academic community in
other way of looking at it is: fatal- ,
a beautiful suburban setting. It is
ism is the belief in the impotency
a srong resource for educational
of the individual.
leadership in its field.
I can only hope to understand this
I have been involved in Student '
quote
by reasoning that the catalog
Government here for all three of
my years and I have become dis- was published before I came to Rose
couraged. It is not because no one and the fire has since gone out.
who can make changes cares what Sometimes I wonder how many of
the student says; everyone listens, our faculty would survive if the
either because they want to know renaissance system was still in efwhat ideas the Communists are fect—the students voted upon the
planting in our minds, or because salaries of the professors and could
they like to see us interested (even even fire a particularly uninspiring
if our ideas are totally impractical), individual.
I know that I am tending to lay
but rarely because they believe that
one of these impractical ideas just all the blame on the faculty when,
might be a sign that all is not per- in fact, the students are nearly as
fect. I am discouraged because even much at fault. It is just that the stuthe Student Government system, be- dent has been taught to accept
cause of its limitations stifles inven- everything without question, despite
tive (I almost said revolutionary) the fact that "he is encouraged and
given every opportunity to develop
thought.
The cause, I believe, for all fatal- initiative and self-reliance". That is
ism is business: the professors think more catalog propaganda. Upon the
of teaching as a job, they teach only faculty lies most of the responsithings that will be useful in busi- bility for the quality of our educaness, and the school unintentionally tion.
But this really is beginning to be a
instills in us the idea that the only
sermon
, the last thing I wanted to
thing we will have when we graduwrite
since
they are so easily forate is a good paying job. On the last
gotten. I have lost the spirit of sarpoint I cannot disagree.
Now I have a quote from our casm with which I began. I could
tell a joke from an old Technic to
catalog:
regain your interest, but instead I
Launching a young man suc- think I shall just ask you to hang on
cessfully on a professional career and maybe there'll be a humorous
in engineering or sciences places typographical error in what follows.
great demands on his teachers.
The greatest criticism of all conEach faculty member, regardless temporary radicals is
that they reof whether his function is priject
the
presen
t
withou
t trying to
marily at the undergraduate level,
in graduate courses, or in re- shape the future. Rather than being
search, must nourish an inner classified as a radical (Heaven forcreative fire to excite and stimu(Continued on page 24)
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Do you
t.
keep an eye
on the time line? /Nk,
qrniukto

To gain the competitive edge, the experts in downhill slalom
have this advice: "Watch the time line— the fastest course line."
"In the race against time, if a skier slips off and goes too low
in the traverses, he'll lose precious seconds."
As you look to your future course, watch for the company whose
progress is on a time line with your own.
Ask companies how their expansion and modernization programs
stack up in their industry. Find out if you're interested in the markets they're
interested in. If they have a position that fits the course you've set.
Don't settle for salary and status quo. We don't. Pick a time at
your college placement office. Let's discuss your future. The
Timken Roller Bearing Company, Canton, Ohio 44706.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

TIMKEN
THE TIMKEN COMPANY MANUFACTURES TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS. FINE ALLOY STEEL AND REMOVABLE ROCK BITS.
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some decisions
are reiativeiy unimportant.
where you put
your engineering taient to work
is not.
As you contemplate one of the most important decisions of your life,
we invite you to consider a career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Here,
you will find wide-open opportunities for professional growth with a
company that enjoys an enviable record of stability in the dynamic
atmosphere of aerospace technology.
We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well.
Give them the equipment and facilities only a leader can provide. Offer
them company-paid, graduate-education opportunities. Encourage
them to push into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can manage.
Reward them well when they do manage it.
And your decision is made easier, thanks to the wide range of talents
required. Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL
• AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL • CIVIL • MARINE •
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING•PHYSICS•CHEMISTRY• METALLURGY
• MATERIALS SCIENCE • CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS
• COMPUTER SCIENCE • ENGINEERING SCIENCE • ENGINEERING
MECHANICS.
Consult your college placement officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner,
Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford,
Connecticut 06108.

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT

u

OIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

A
An EquaI Opportunay Employer

WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
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MISS
TECHNIC
Linda Barkintin is our maid for the month.
A junior at Indiana State, she majors in English and seems to minor in bartending. Standing five and two-fifths hands high, she has long
brown hair, brown eyes, and a very warm
smile. Hailing from Evansville, Indiana, she
seems a fitting representative for the month
of February.

Itelaxng at the Bar
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F NALBAIVI
What company was responsible for the
following engineering innovations?
The transistor
Radio astronomy
Negative feedback
High Fi and Stereo
Synthetic crystals
TV transmission
Magnetic tape
Sound motion pictures
Microwave relay
Electronic switching
The solar battery
Telstar

The reason we give this "test" is because
the answer to all of the questions is:
the Bell System. And because, if the
thought of working for us ever crosses
your mind, we wanted you to know what
kind of company you'd be in.
Be sure to see your Bell System recruiting team when they visit your campus.
Or ask your Placement Director for the
name of the Bell System recruiter at the
local Bell Telephone Company, an equal
opportunity employer.
We hope the above final can be the start
of something great.
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TRIGNOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
Alfred Ehrenwald
The theory of trigonometry as
usually presented in elementary
textbooks rests upon an unproved
assumption; that with any arc .3f a
circle, there is associated a number
which we call its length; or -that with
any sector of a circle., there 5s associated a number that we call its
area. The notion cf the length of a
curve or area is capable of precise
mathematical analysis; however,
this analysis is decidely more 5nvolved than one might suppos?...
Therefore, we shall in this article
loy a firm foundation for the theory
of the trigonometric Ainctions.
The following results are essential
to our developments, and will be
stated for future reference and no
attempt will be made at proof.
Definition: Power Series
A series having the ::*orm
au +aix +a..x2
. . . + a„x"
n7-00
• • • • =
n=0

a„lx"

where a,,,a,,a..,a„ . . . are constants is
called a power series in x.
Theorm 1: Multiplication of Power
Series
Two power series, for example
n=03
n=00

a„x" and Is2 b,x" can b:.a. multiplied
n=00

together to obtain a third -oower
n=0
series c„x", where c„ a,. h ,
al
n=0

b + a2 b + .
n-1

+ a„b ,

n-2

Theorm 2: Binomial Theorm
n 1
(X

y)" = x" + n„ 1! x y + n
n-2 2

(n-1) /2! x y + . . . + y"
n.1
Xn

„CI

x y

n-2 2
nC2 x y
• •.
Y
where c = n(n-1) (n-2) . . . (n-rn
4- 1) 'n!
Assumption:
All power series in this article will
possess derivatives of all orders.
This completes the list of definitions, theorms, and assumptions that
will be required as a prerequisite.
The exponential function of a complex variable, z, is defined by the
series.
exp(z) = 1 + z' /1! + /2! +
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. . . + z"/ri! + . .
n=00

z"/n!
n=0

Taking the derivative term by term
we have the result:
d[exo(z)] dz = exp(z)
Inci&ntally it is proven in more
advanced texts that differentiability
implies continuity. We, therefore,
have the additional result that the
exponential function is continuous.
product of two exponential funciicns of z, and z.,.
Now, we turn our attention to the
product of two exponential functions of z, and z.2.
exp(zi).exp(z..) = (1 + z1/1.! +
z21 2 +
. )(1 + z2/1! + z22/2!
.) From the theorm on the multiplication of power series we see that
if we let
a„ = 1 n!
a = 1 (n-1)!
n-1

a, = 1 1!
1
a,.
for the coefficients of the series :.7or
z,. and.
b„ ---- 1 /n!
h -- 1 (n-1)!
n-1
b, -- 1 1!
b. =-- 1
for the coefficients of the series for
we obtain
c„ =-- a, b„ + a, b + a.. b +
n 2
j-- a„
C2 =-=
130 + a!
b, + n., b.,
ci = a,
+ a,,
a., bi
c,, = ao b..
Therefore:
exp(z,) exp(z..) = 1 + (z,
z../2!) + (z,/2! + z, z.,/1!
Z2
/2!) + . . . where the brackets represent the groupings for the n-th
term of the new series. It is readily
seen that the general term is: (z, +
n-1

ienziz2
z"2) ri!
7"2)(— 1) "
which by the binomial theorm is:
(z, + z..)"
. Hence, substituting
into 1 we have — 1 exp(zi) exp(z2)
- 1 + (Zi
n-1
/21
...

n-1
Z2)"/1! -I- (Z1 + Z2)

— exn(z, +
We have obtained the addition
theorm for the exponential function. By mathematical induction we
have;
[exp(z)]" = exp(nz)
Letting z2 = — z, it follows that:
exp(zi) exp(—zi) = exp(0) = 1

since exp(0) = 1 . 0' 1! + 02/2!
. ..= 1
We shall now define the functions
A(z) and B(z) by the equations
2a.
A(z) = 1 2i [e p(z) — exn(-zin
3a.
B(z)
1 2 [exp(z) + exp(-zi)]
It can be seen that the infinite series
representations of A(z) and B(z)
are:
n-2

2n

2b. A(z)
(-1)" z (2n + 1)!
0
z — z3 3! +
5!
oo
3b. B(z) = 1 +
(— 1) nz2n
2"/(2n)!
1 — z2/2 +
4 — ..
which the reader can verify.
Upon differentiating A(z) we Ind
that;
A'(z)
B(z)
•(z) _ A(z)
Similarly, differentiating B(z) we
have;
B'(z) = —A(z)
• (z)
Thus, A(z) and B(z) satisfy the differential equation
Y + Y=0
In addition, it is obvious that A(z)
and B(z) are odd and even functions
of z respectively; that is to say
A(—z)
—A(z)
B(—z) = B(z)
Let us now consider the following:
A(z, + z2)
= 1/2i[exp(zi + z2) (i) — exp
(z, + z2)
1 2i[exp(z i)exp(z i) — exp
(—z i)exp(—z
1 4i[exp(zt i)exP(z2 i) + exp
(z, i)exp(—z2 i)
—exp(—zi i)exP(z2 i) — exp
(—z, i)exp(—z2 i)
exp(z2 i)exP(zi
exp
(z2 i)exp—z, i) +
—exp(—z, i)exp(z, i) — exp
(—z2 i)exp(—zi
a(z,
z,) = a(zi)B(z2)
A
(z2)B(z,)
The reader is advised to check the
above details. In a similar :manner
we can also obtain:
B(z, + z2) = B(zi)B(z2) — A
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TRIG. FUNCTIONS
[—(1 — B2(x)) — 1
(Continued from page 20)
=2— 1
(zi)A(z2)
=--- 1
It may also be proved that:
Hence, b = 4x is a solution of the
A2(z)
equation B(b) = 1. We shall now
B2(z) = 1
Proof;
prove that such a solution exists.
A2(z) = —1/4[exp(zi) —2 + exp
To prove this we will make use of
(—zi)]
the following theorm:
B2(z) = 1 /4[exp(zi) + 2
Theorem:
exp(—zi)]
If f(x) is continuous on the closed
A2(z)
interval [a,b] and if f(a) and f(b)
B2(z) = 1
have opposite signs, there is a point
The Periodicy of the
P between a and b for which f(P)
Exponential Function
If p is a complex number such --__ 0
that exp(p) = 1, then for all in- Thus:
tegral values of n;
a) The function B(x) is continuexp(z
ous on the interval [2,2] since
np) = [exp(z)][exp
(p)1" = exp(z)
it is differentiable.
Thus, the exponential function is
b) When 0 x 2 , we have;
said to have a period p. It will now
1—x2/2! 0
be shown that there exists solutions
x4/4! — 4°/6! 0
of;
x8/8! — x"/10! 0
exp(p) = 1
adding these terms together we
get B(x) 0 for 0 x 2
other than zero.
c) the value of B(2) is:
Let p = a
bi where a and b are
1 — 2 + 2/3 — [2"/720][1-4/
real. Then;
(7.8)] — [2"/10!] [1-4/(11.2)]
6. exp(p) = exp(a + bi) = exp — . . . > — 1/3 <
0
(a)exp(bi) = 1 + Oi
Therefore, by the preceeding theorm
adding the equations;
B(x) has a root between 2 and 2.
2iA(z) = exp(zi) — exp(—zi)
To prove that B(x) = 0 has only
2B(z) = exp(zi)
one root; we note that for 0<x<2
exp(—zi)
A(x)/x = [1 — x2/6] + [x4/
we have;
120][1 — x2/(6.7)]
. . . > 1 -7. exp(zi) = B(z)
iA(z)
Substituting into equation 6 and x/6 > 1/3 Therefore, A(x)>[1/3]
x 0<x<2. Now suppose that B(x)
equating real and imaginary coeffi- has two roots
xi and x2. Let x2>xlcients we have;
Then:
A(x2 — x,) = A(x,)B(x2) — A
[exp(a)]A(b)
0
(x2)B(x,)= 0.1 — 0.1 = 0
[exp(a)1B(b( = 1
Squaring these equations, adding But A(x2 — xi) > [1/3] [x2 — xi]
> 1/3] [2 — 2] = O. We have
and using the identity
reached a contradiction, and thereA2(z)
B2(z) = 1
fore B(x) = 0 has only one root in
we get;
the interval [2, 2]. We shall call
[exp(a)]2 = exp(2a) = 1
this root c. Thus; B(4c) =
It is apparent from equation 6 that P = 0 + 4ci. The exponentia 1 and
l function is seen to have a period of 4ci.
a = O. Hence,
The functions A(z) and B(z) are
A(b) = 0 and B(b) = 1
also
periodic, with a period of 4c.
However, since A2(z)
B2(z) = 1
Thus;
we need only consider B(z) = 1. It
4c)
is more convenient to utilize the A(z
=
A
(z)
B(4c) + A(4c)B(z)
equation B(x) = O. It is readily
=
A(z)
(1) + 0
seen that if B(x) = 0 then; using
= A(z)
the addition formula:
B(z
4c)
B(4x)
= B(z)B(4c) — A(z)A(4c)
= B2(2x) — A2(2x)
= B(z)(1) — 0
= B2(2x) — [1 — B2(2x)]
B(z)
2B2(2x) — 1
Let
us now consider the unit circle
= 2[B2(x) — A2(x)]
x2
+
y2
= 1. The area of this circle
[B2(x) — A2(x)] — 1
iS:
2[—(1 — B2(x))]
r/2
4
(1 — x2)dx
22

To evaluate this integral we let:
x = A(z)
dx = B(z)dz and note that B2(x)
= 1/2[1 + B(2z)]
Thus;
r/2

r/2

4
(1 — x2)dx = 4
B2
(z)dz = 4
1/2[1 — B(2z)]dz
= 2[z — (1/2)A(z)]
= 2(r/2) — A
(r) — [—A(0)
r — A(
7r)
0 = A(r)
using the identity A2
(z)
B2(z)
1 we have
1 = B2(r)
B(2r) = B2
(r) = A
(r) = 1 — 0
=1
But B(4c) ----- 1 and therefore 4c =
2r or c =
r/2.
The reader will note the anology
between A(z) and the sin(x) function. Likewise, the anology between
B(z) and the cos(x) function.
These functions are indeed the same,
however we have proven there
properties analyticaly and made no
reference to arcs, angles, or sectors
of circles.
r =

FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS
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232-3319
361 South 18th
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Everyone on campus is reading if!
We refer, of course, to our beguiling booklet, "Careers with Bethlehem Steel
and the Loop Course." Gallop over to your placement office
tion,
and pick up a copy. Or write: Manager of Personnel, Bethlehem Steel Corpora
Bethlehem, PA 18016.

BETHLEHEM STEEL
An Equal Opportunity Employer in the Plans for Progress Program
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GRADUATE IGNORANT
(Continued from page 14)
bid), I offer the following suggestions, none of which are new or
original. They would hopefully
serve to nourish inner creative fires
in both students and professors.
1. The proceedings of the faculty
meetings should be published.
Admittedly, much of the business is just routine upkeep, but
I believe that the student should
be allowed to sort through the
routine and see when things that
really affect him are being discussed.
2. An outlet should be provided for
those interested to express opinions on subjects that the faculty
is discussing. These might be
surveys or open forums, such as
the ones on senior traditions.
3. Faculty evaluation should be reinstated, perhaps with the results
seen only by the individual professors.
4. Some consideration should be

given to making grades more uniform, especially inside of each
department. An A should indicate the same high level of
achievement in every course.
5. Students should have some voice
in shaping their curricula. This
could take the form of departmental bitch sessions and course
evaluations.
These are not demands for, as just
one person, I am in no position to
demand anything except the education which I am promised by our
catalog. It just seems that some of
the hypocrisy should be removed:
the school should either strive to
attain the levels it professes to have
already reached, or it should admit
its mediocrity.
That was originally the end of my
article, but as I re-read it, I feel
that I must say something else. I
really hate to dilute that last sentence, because I thought it was
pretty good—the kind of sentence
that makes half the people happy

Civil Engineers

INAIING VALUE, PSI, 12 INCH INANIETII PLATE. 0 2 MEN DEFLKTION. 10 REPETITIONS
30
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Get the facts on structural design
of Full-Depth ;r:, Deep-Strength - Asphalt
pavements for highways and streets.
A new and modern pavement design system that incorporates solutions made from extensive computer analysis, The Asphalt Institute's method uses data from the
AASHO Road Test, the WASHO Road Test, British road
tests and the in-use experience of several states.
Today, as more states. counties and cities turn to new FullDepth :117,] Asphalt pavement* for all their road needs, there
is a growing demand for engineers with a solid background
in the fundamentals of Asphalt pavement design, technology
and construction.
Start now to prepare yourself for this challenging future.
Get the latest information on the Thickness Design Method
developed by The Asphalt Institute. This modern method of
structural design is based on extensive evaluations with the
IBM 1620 and the mammoth IBM 7090 computers. How to
use this method is explained in The Asphalt Institute's Thickness Design Manual(MS-1). This helpful manual and much
other valuable information are included in the free student
library on Asphalt construction and technology now offered.
Write us today.
*Full-Depth Asphalt pavement is an Asphalt pavement in which asphalt mixtures
are employed for all courses above the subgrade or improved subgrade. Full-Depth
Asphalt pavement is laid directly on the prepared subgrade. TA—a mathematical
symbol used in The Asphalt Institute structural design formula to denote FullDepth.

The Asphalt Institute
College Park, Maryland 20740
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and the other half mad; the half
that gets mad is always the one that
counts and then they throw away
the magazine and mutter idealist and
commie and he'll never be an engineer.
There is another kind of fatalist
at Rose—my kind. I know of many
potential activists—people with ideas
—that are so discouraged that they
have dropped out, some literally,
some figuratively. I have stated
most of their reasons for their withdrawal above; in general, they don't
like to be ignored. It would take
only a small amount of attention to
bring them back—if they could be
given the feeling that they could do
something or learn something.
I am feeling a little more belligerent now, even though I know that
everything you have read has already been forgotten. I challenge
anyone to prove me wrong on any
of my points, and I DARE anyone
to try to correct any of the ills that
I have mentioned.
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Notes: A•line determines required minimum thickness of Aspholt concrete.
(Hine determines minimum thickness of base and .
surface required to permit use of gronulor sub.
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Thickness Design Charts like this (from the MS-1 manual) are
used in this computer-derived method. This chart enables the
design engineer quickly to determine the over-all Asphalt pavement thickness required, based on projected traffic weight and
known soil conditions.

1
THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE, College Park, Maryland 20740
Gentlemen: Please send me your free library on Asphalt Construction and Technology, including full details on your new
Thickness Design Method.
Name

Class or rank

School
Address
City

State

Zip Code

1

Welcome to the
cold,cruel world.

Of course, if your father's a millionaire, or you're about to
marry an heiress, you have no problems. But, if not, then
there's only one sensible thing to do. Come to work at
Allison Division of General Motors.
There's nothing cold or cruel here. Just the opposite. Particularly if you're an engineer with big ideas. Aerospace
projects? Allison's got them. Turbofan. Turbojet. Turboprop. Turboshaft. Military and commercial applications
right across the board.
Maybe you're more down-to-earth. Fine. Some of Allison's

advanced military vehicle projects will be more your cup
of tea. Like the new M551 General Sheridan, for instance.
The powershift transmission, of course, is our specialty,
and even the gun launcher is an Allison brainchild.
There's more. And you can be part of it. Take your time.
Check them all. But don't forget Allison. Remember, life
can be beautiful . . . even without an heiress.
Send for Allison's new brochure: Destination Tomorrow.
Write: Ken Friedlein, Scientific Placement, Dept.302 ,
Allison Division of General Motors, Indianapolis, Ind. 46206.

GM
An equal opportunity employer M/F
•

,
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THE ROSE STUDENT IS
BOURGEOIS
Casey Gaines

What I'm after here is to verbalize
that nature, that general conduct,
that controlling of the spirit through
the continuous series of highs and
lows toward some basis which typifits the mapority of Rose students.
Now what I mean by "bourgeois"
when regarded as an element always
to be found in human life, is nothing else than the search for a balance. It is the striving after a mean
between the countless extremes and
opposites that arise in human conduct. If we take any one of Ihese
coupled opposites, such as piety and
profligacy the analogy is immediately comprehensible. It is open to a
man to give himself up wholly o
spiritual views, to seeking after God,
to the ideal of saintlines3. On the
other hand, he can equally give himself up entirely to the life of instinct,
to the lusts of the flesh, and so direct
all his efforts to the attainment of
momentary pleasures. The one path
leads to the saint, to the martyrdom
of the spirit and surrender to God.
The other path leads to he profligate, to the martyrdom of tht flesh,
the surrender to corruption. Now it
is between the two, in the middle of
the road, that the bourgeoius seeks
to walk. He will never surrender
himself either to lust or to asceticism. He will never be a martyr
nor agree to his own destruction.
On the contrary, his ideal is not to
give up but to maintain his own
identity. He strives neither for the
saintly nor its opposite. The absolute is his abhorence. He may be
ready to serve God, but not by giving up the fleshpots. He is ready to
be virtuous but likes to be easy and
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comfortable in the world as well. In
short his aim is to make a home for
himself between two extremes in a
temperate zone without violent
storms and tempests; and in this he
succeeds though it be at the cost
of that intensity of life and feeling
which an extreme life affords. A
man cannot live intensely except at
the cost of the self. Now the bourgeois treasures nothing more highly than the self (rudimentary as he
may be). And so at the cost of intensity he achieves his own preservation and security. His harvest is
a quiet mind which he prefers to
bcing possessed by God, as he does
comfort to pleasure, convenience to
liberty, and pleasant temperature to
that deadthly inner consuming 3'ire.
Once, when I was involved in conversation with a father and in all
respects a respectable family :man,
the discussion turned into one of
those mutual admiration and acceptance tones as we began to discuss the church. He summed uu
what he thought the real message
his church had had for him was by
teaching him temperance and acceptance in all things. My first
thought, in the context of church
history, was what Jesus would have
thought if he knew that the :message
of his death was to be interpreted
as an admonition toward moderation
in all things.
But then, I thought that this is
actually what the church, with all
its "Thou shalt nots", authoritativeness and institutionalizing had become. It calls you to obey Christ's
teaching, not to experience, for your,
self, his thinking. It has become just

another regulation, rather than development of life. It no longer calls
you to do the things the way he did
them but just to do them and thus,
seems to have sacrificed his example
for his words. It's as if saying, "Oh
yeah, I'll obey the rules of the
church but sainthood is for one of
those
underprivileged
ynedieval
farmers in Spain or somewhere.
After all, I've got my family to protect."
Anyway, my point is not that
everyone should be a saint but just
to show how the bourgeois looks
upon an intense life. He will never
lose himself in any aspect of his
character but balances them all to
keep a tight grasp of his self.
The bourgeois is consequently by
nature a creature of weak impulses,
anxious, fearful of giving himself
away and easy to rule. Therefore,
he has substituted majority for
power, law for force, and the polling
booth for responsibility.
And yet these people flourish.
They abound both here at Rose and
in society in general. They are the
easily forgotten "forgotten Americans" of Nixon's campaign, the tidy
shopkeepers and the diligent every
day plodders through every single
day. Why is it then that they are
sustained?
First I would like to describe this
amorphous "they" in our own context at Rose. Most of us here allude to engineering, science, 3ndustry or more schooling as our road
to fulfillment and will define ourselves as what we do, or more accurately, by what we feel we can
accomplish. This is the same thing
(Continued on page 28)

Where will Matt Tate
be tomorrow?
Wherever the project leads, Matt Tate is on his way. Board ...
bench .. . conference table. This young engineer sees them
all at Delco. He was there when the project came from the car
division. He'll be there when the model shop builds his prototype.
He'll be looking over the shoulders of draftsmen, mechanics and
stylists. The project's his. From start to finish. Step by step,
skill by skill, Matt Tate's growing with the job. The question is ...
can you say the same? Take a good hard look at how your
career shapes up, compared with Matt's and his colleagues' at
Delco. We need men who want every week to be a little
different. For details, call collect. Area Code 31 7/459-2808.
Or write: Mr. C. D. Longshore, Supervisor, Salaried Employment,
Dept. 500 , Delco Radio Division of General Motors, Kokomo, Indiana.

DELCO GM
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MARK PI LMALLINC,E

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS

KOKOMO, INDIANA

STUDENT BOURGEOIS
(Continued from page 26)
as stereotyping other people and
oneself in particular, by gradepoints.
However, this same relegation, this
defining of people in terms of output and moreover, oneself as some
notch on an intangible scale, is just
what I mean by "they", the anxious
bourgeois. But then again, who are
the rulers of these easily ruled? The
answer for the most part here at
Rose is because of the ihinkers.
By a thinker I mean he, who
makes thought his business—that
person so disposed as to see thought
as an end in itself, he who relishes
in the products of his mind and thus,
gives credence to the activities of
the bourgeois. And yet, what is the
plight of this talented minority, the
thinker? His produce is far reaching, his spirit intense and yet, in the
end, his life is an abstraction. He
is as a fish who has given up the
water. He has tried to disinherit his
instincts for thought and though he
may go far in it, he has bartered the
solid earth for the water all the
same, and one day he will drown.

TECHNIC MUST GO
(Continued from page 10)
comes across like Dr. Logan speaking on teacher competence to the
faculty: sincere but inhibited.
A main section of the Inklings is
a potpourri of the trite, the ridiculous and the antiquated known as
"Fraternity News". The general format for the articles which make up
"Fraternity News" is to include information which is of interest to
that particular fraternity and which
i sprobably already known to them
anyway. This "news" is set down
in language reminiscent of a warm
Fizzies, generously sprinkled with
such terms as "Brother", "pledge",
"The men of", and other holdovers
from goldfish swallowing days. It
should be noted here that the most
interesting fraternity news is usually from Theta Xi. This is probably
not because they're the best fraternity but because they're the least
like a fraternity, in print anyway.
The point is, there must be more going on in the fraternities to write
about and, if not, there must be a
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better way of writing what is now
being written.
The rest of the Inklings is comprised of letters to the 'editor, an
editorial, a sports page and a gagle
of clippings from the College Press
Service. These all seem to be good
features except the CPS clippings
tend to sometimes overrun the
paper. Ken Burkhart should be
commended on his editorials which
at least takes clear positions on
topics relevant to Rose students.
The missing common denominator
in all of Rose's publications seem to
be organization, concern and excitement. Neither the Technic or the
Inklings have held regular staff
meetings, must less, brainstorming
sessions which dealt solely with Yiew
ideas for articles, features and format. Many people who have be.en
connected with the publications have
quit for lack of something to do
while others have worked themselves silly doing too much in too
short a time. The result is a everyfew-monthly magazine which is c.onceived, written and layed out in two
weeks and a newspaper which relies
on CPS and the public relations office to fill in between the two or
three semi-news articles written die
hour before deadline.
The Rose Publications seem o
exist only to perpetrate themselves.
That is, in the final analysis, die
Technic and the Inklings only come
cut as a result of habit much like
the proverbial ground hog. There is
no discernable concern in either
publication to give direction to what
is printed. It seems there is a wide
range of concerns to which the publications might address themselves.
Notable among these are: broadening student interests, deepening student interest in Rose, supporting die
Student Government actively, and
acting as a sounding board and
spokesman for the student body.
Neither publication is actively engaged in any of these but both are
promising and sometimes claiming
to be all of these.
The problem of making what is
printed exciting should more or less
take care of itself with organization
and concern. Any real problems

with interest in articles can be
handled in regular staff meetings
and recruitment of good contributors.
The most plausible alternative is
to combine the staffs, resources, and
funds of the Technic and the Inklings into one weekly magazine. The
organization would revolve around
alternating editors so that the body
of the magazine would be the product of two weeks work. The magazine should meet weekly with all
involved to discuss new ideas and
solve old problems. The columnists
should be given a complete free
hand. not subject to censorship from
either the student editors or the
faculty.
Most important, the magazine
should attempt to outline a purpose
and then strive to meet that purpose.
This involves taking stands and
sometimes making issues. The students who worked on the Rarely
Pro Institute, which came out late
last quarter, gave an example of
concern and excitement. Unfortunately, much of the quality of the
paper was sacrificed to being paranoic about signing the author's
names. It is encouraging that with
the exception of two of the articles,
the paper was conceived, written
and produced by Freshmen and
Sophomores. Most of these students
would be interested in becoming a
part of a student publication which
did not drag its feet.
It is important that this new ynagazine not be just a reorganization of
the present Technic or Inklings. The
idea of a totally new product would
dispell the stigma attached to the
old. It is just as important that the
new publication be a totally student
function. This would mean a loss of
$1500jyr. contribution by the public
relations office but the $2000/yr.
which the student government now
funds the publications, plus advertising revenues, is sufficient to produce a weekly magazine.
Student publications not only reflect the students, but also provide
the life blood to the student body.
I am too optimistic about the Roseman to allow that the Technic and
the Inklings are doing that now.
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You might think that if you come to work for
us well stick you behind a desk making phones
for the rest of your life.
Uh-uh.
Don't be misled by the word Telephone in
our name.
Actually we're a group of over 60 companies
and some of them happen to be in the telephone
business.They're in our General Telephone group
and are involved in developing new ways for man
to communicate.
So if you want to work for our phone group,
you can.
But if your interest lies in other things, you
might prefer working for another of our com-

panies, like Sylvania.
Sylvania manufactures over 10,000 products
alone, knocking out everything from MicroElectronic Semi-Conductor Devices to Educational Communications Systems.
The communicationsfield is one of the fastestgrowing industries around. The more it grows,
the more we grow and the more room you have
to stretch within us.
We're looking for Scientists and Engineers
with ambition and ideas.
Together we can discover new worlds.
Or make an old one easier to live in.

General Telephone & Electronics

Sylvania Electric Products • Lenkurt Electric • Automatic Electric Co. • Telephone Companies in 33 States • General Telephone Directory Go. • General Telephone & Electronics LaboratorieS,
General Telephone & Electronics International • General Telephone & Eiectron•cs Data Services Corp. • General Telephone & Electronics Communications
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WHY SHOULD ROSE POLY
BE COEDUCATIONAL?
John Cook
Rose Polytechnic Institute, lou-ted on "The Banks of the Wabash," has had a proud and dynamic
heritage since its founding in 1874
by the industrialist Chauncey Rose.
"Since its first day, Rose has placed
emphasis in instruction upon the
fundamentals of science and engineering, and upon offering a good
foundation in non-technical subjects
with the purpose of enabling each
graduate to live intelligently in an
industrial environment."'
However, though these goals of
the institute were practiced and
soundly justified for our past :maledominated society, I find them lacking in reality in our space-age society of the 1960's. We cannot be
prepared educationally in a sexually segregated college to meet the
needs of a modern sexually intergrated business world. This creates
an artificial environment. And so,
our continued isolationism as an all
men's college has no sound educational arguments to support its continued existance, as was true in our
past society. But quite the contrary,
the improvements and advantages of
a sexually integrated campus here
at Rose are many.
First of all, with a little time, we
could learn that women are useful
for other things than our sexual releases and pleasures. For the present, due to our isolationism, Rose
students are learning to associate on
a professional basis with men only.
Having spent four years in a professional atmosphere of segregation
from women, a Rose graduate finds
himself in a very uncomfortable position when he suddenly has to relate with women on a job-to-job
basis. Because of the need for highly trained persons in our ever increasing complex world, there is
more and more occasion to work and
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associate with business women. They
are demanding to have a career of
their own, and we should be preparen to work with them. Although
a typical Rose graduate has probably
had some wild weekends in some
girl's apartment or has just had
some nice casual dates, he is not by
any means prepared to work competitively or in harmony with a
business woman. Have you ever, for
example, tried to do some studying
in a coed library after having spent
a couple of days on our campus?
Not too easy, is it? What is :needed
at Rose is integrated classroom and
laboratory work with seriousminded career women. The students
need this exposure to eliminate the
predjudices that could be formed
during the college years. This would
help them later to better meet these
situations in their careers and eliminate the unusual atmosphere of
working and studying with women.
Secondly, by integrating the campus with women, a more stimulating
intellectual environment through
daily interests and enthusiasm could
be reestablished at Rose. The all
male student body causes men to
live only for the weekends. The men
dread the long academic weekdays
without seeing an occasional skirt.
They can hardly wait for the weekends to release their academic and
sexual tensions.
Likewise, with women on campus, the student body would show
more enthusiasm for campus activities and events. Instead of the students showing a non-involvement attitude by wanting to take their girls
someplace where they could be alone
(a natural desire since they have
only one chance a week to be together), they would be more likely
to participate in joint activities with
the whole student body. For after

all, there would be other times during the week to be alone together.
The integration of women might
also eliminate the "suitcase college"
atmosphere here at Rose where
every weekend fellows go home to
see Mom and Dad and to get some
free sex. This is alright for a while,
but part of the college life is to help
the stuednt in his "break away"
from home. This cannot take place
if he is constantly running home.
With women on campus, he would
be more likel yto hold closer to
campus life; thus he would be leaving behind his close family relation
as during high school. He, in essence, would become more /nature
and better able to live intelligently
in an industrial environment.
Finally, the integration of women
at Rose would help meet the needs
of the whole country. The constantly increasing demand for highly
trained technical people has attracted many women, but the proper
universities have failed to provide
enough facilities for them. The colleges to which women are admitted
are usually liberal arts and science
colleges or just "finishing schools."
Certainly Rose could help provide
these technical needs. Likewise, if
there were more career women jn
our country, there would be less of
a population problem. Women would
have interests in life other than being completely domesticated. Thus,
if Rose was to open its doors to
women, it would be helping the entire country as well.
So if Rose is going to keep with
its goals of preparing each student
to live intelligently in an industrial
environment, there seems to be no
alternative except to make Rose
Polytechnic a coeducational institution.
1 Rose Polytechnic Institute Bulletin,
Vol. XLVII, No. 1, January 1967, p. 13.

POLYTECHNIC BOOKSHOP
CIVIL ENGINEERS
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WASHINGTON STATF
DFPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
Highway engineering is a rewarding career and ;he
State of Washington is an exciting place to work
and live. Every phase of highway civil engineering
is employed in the Washington Highway Department.
Representatives from the Washington Department cf
Highways will be on the Rose Poly Institute campus
Tuesday, February 18, 1969 interviewing civil engineers. Interested students please sign up ..c)r an
interview at your campus placement office.
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sly
droolings
Stolen by Gary Kelm, Jr, M.E.
Compliments of Paul B. comes
the following:
A plumber wrote the U.S. :Bureau
of Standards about using hydrochloric acid to clean drain pipes. . .
Several days later he received this
rerly, "The efficacy of hydrochloric
acid is indisputable but the corrosive residue is incompatible with
metallic permanence."
Confused, he wrote again and
asked if the acid "is okay to use or
not."
A second letter advised him, "We
cannot assume responsibility :'jor
production of toxic and noxious residue and suggect that you use an
alternative procedure.
Still baffled, he wrote, "Do you
mean it's okay to use hydrochloric
acid?"
A final letter resolved the question.
"Don't use hydrochloric acid. It
eats the hell out of pipes."
Editor's Note: Many of you readers have not learned to appreciate
good humor. (That probably explains why I've received so :many
threatEning letters since I started
this job.) Consequently, I have decided to give you a basis for COMparison by devoting the rest of this
issue to jokes used in Technics of
the past.
October, 1932:
First Coed: "Ted told me you love
tomatoes and are a restless sleeper."
Second Coed: "I wonder how he
knows I love tomatoes."
June, 1917:
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Zero: "Bill told me a funny story
in New York and when I got to Chicago I couldn't remember it."
Kolder: "That was carrying a joke
too far."
October, 1965:
Prof: "Will the gentlemen in the
back of the room stop passing notes.'
Student: "We're not passing :notes,
sir. We're playing bridge.
Prof: "Oh, I beg your pardon."
April, 1908:
The following definition of "quiz"
is found in Webster's dictionary:
Quiz: A hoax; a jest; one who
quizzes, v.t., To make fun of as by
obscure questions.
February, 1933:
Minister (at baptism): "His name,
please?"
Mother: "Algernon Phillip Reginald Mortimer Duckworth."
Minister (to his assistant): "A.
little more water, please."
November, 1926:
Small boy looking at elephant:
"Mother, ain't that a hell of a big
animal?"
Mother: "Son, how many times
have I told you not to say ain't?"
May, 1923:
"The sky's the limit," cried the
aviator as he flew over Terre Haute.
May, 1927:
"The next person to interrupt the
proceedings will be sent home,"
declared the irate judge.
"Hurrah!" shouted the prisoner.
November, 1962:
Strolling out the door we overheard two aging but spirited profes-

sors discussing a gorgeous blonde
who was walking nearby.
"You know," said one, "I feel lik(
taking her out again."
"What," said the other,"you mem
you've been out with her before?'
"No," admited the first, "but _
felt like it before."
May, 1923:
It is said that an absent minded
professor once poured syrup down
his back and scratched the pancake.
April, 1927:
"So I told the freshman to endorse
the check his family sent him."
"Did he do it?"
"Yes. He wrote on the back,
heartily endorse this check.'"
May, 1933:
Head Engineer: "Sorry I can't
give you a job. There is hardly
enough in sight to keep the men I
have busy."
Poly Grad.: "That's all right. The
little I'd do wouldn't make any difference."
April, 1927:
Sophomore: "What is your greatest ambition, Frosh?"
Freshman: "To die a year sooner
than you."
Sophomore: "What is the reason
for that?''
Freshman: "So I will be a Sophomore in Hell when you get there,
sir."
November, 1922:
Waggie (in Thermo): "Tyler,
what is a British Thermal Unit?''
Tyler (just come to life): "Why, a
B.T.U."

